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FOREWORD 
 
The “Residences of the Royal House of Savoy” were inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1997. 
The Committee decided to inscribe the properties on the basis of criteria (i), (ii), (iv) and (v) 
recognizing that the complex of the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy in and around Turin 
form a perfect example of 17th and 18th century European architecture, aimed at illustrating the 
ideology of absolute monarchy in terms of the style, size and design of spaces.  
 
The Residences of the Royal House of Savoy are a serial site made up of 22 buildings, 10 of which 
are part of the central “Command Zone” in the city of Turin, while the others are situated in 
municipalities in the suburbs of Turin (Venaria Reale, Rivoli, Moncalieri and Nichelino), in the 
province of Turin (Agliè) or the province of Cuneo (Govone, Racconigi, Bra and Pollenzo). 
 
Recognition by UNESCO considerably boosted the restoration sites. The Reggia di Venaria and 
then the whole circuit of Residences of the Royal House of Savoy have been subject to an extensive 
investment programme to ensure their complete recovery and enhancement. These operations have 
not only regarded the buildings inscribed, but also the gardens and hamlets around the castles for 
the Residences situated within the area of the city of Turin.   
 
The recovery of the historical areas has required the implementation of clearer and stricter local 
measures and, since inscription on the World Heritage List, the General Town Planning Schemes of 
the municipalities of Turin, Moncalieri, Rivoli, Venaria Reale, Agliè, Racconigi and Govone have 
taken the necessary defensive measures. These defensive measures have now converged into the 
Regional Landscape Planning Scheme, implemented on 2 August 2009, in which the sites inscribed 
on the World Heritage List are highlighted as being “Identifying Places” and therefore worthy of 
the greatest protection. Via these actions an attempt has been made at responding to the 
recommendations of the ICOMOS which, at the time of inscription, had highlighted the importance 
of the continuation of the restoration works begun on the residences, also extending them to their 
contexts and the parks and gardens.  
 
In 1997 it was not yet necessary to identify the buffer zones to be inscribed on the World Heritage 
List, so buffer zones around the perimeters of only some of the Residences of the Royal House of 
Savoy had been established. When the periodic report was issued in 2006, attention was drawn to 
the need for further work to define the “Buffer zones” and the World Heritage Committee had asked 
for proposals for change to be submitted by 1 December 2008. However the work was extremely 
complex due to the need to present the new perimeters to the local institutions and draw up clear, 
updated and adequate documentation.   
 
 
The candidacy file created in 1997 had not traced the Buffer zones for the following buildings:     
− Turin, Castello del Valentino 
− Turin, Villa della Regina 
− Castello di Moncalieri 
− Castello di Govone 
The proposals concerning the buffer zones are described in the following datasheets. 
In other cases, it was deemed necessary to extend the existing buffer zone to the historical area 
surrounding the Castle:   
− Castello di Rivoli 
− Reggia di Venaria Reale 
− Castello di Agliè 
− Castello di Racconigi 
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In the case of the “Command Zone” in Turin, the definition of a buffer zone extended to the whole 
of the city’s Old Town which is protected by the Municipal General Town Planning Scheme and the 
Implementing Provisions of 2003, seemed out of line with the indication of “minor boundaries 
modification”. The Old Town of the city of Turin lies at the hub of the city’s main roads and it 
would be impossible to interrupt their continuity with artificial barriers. Consequently, the decision 
was made not to propose alterations in relation to the buildings within the “Command Zone”.  
 
The creation of the buffer zones in those cases where there were none, or their expansions now 
proposed are important, but not so much so that it is necessary to make substantial extensions in 
terms of hectares: in this way the expansion of the site (core zones and buffer zones) would go from 
ha 6.573,20 to ha 7.302,29, with an increase of ha 729,09 equating to about 10.23%.  
Only in the case of the Castello di Pollenzo is a proposal made to expand the core zone from 6.02 
ha to 25.36 ha extending the perimeter to the Square and to the Agenzia di Carlo Alberto, thus 
reuniting the eclectic context of the early 19th century, thanks to the consistent restoration work 
carried out recently. This expansion proposes a modest increase in the overall site inscribed (from 
351.48 ha to 370.82 ha, with an increase of about 5%). Also for Pollenzo, a proposal is made to set 
up a large buffer zone, including the area occupied by archaeological finds and the river banks, 
which were once part of the castle’s estate.   
 
 
 

 
Current   

core 
zone 
(ha) 

Current   
buffer 
zone 
(ha) 

TOTAL 
New 

core zone 
(ha) 

New 
buffer 
zone 
(ha) 

TOTAL 

Zona di comando 18,58 0,00 18,58 18,58 0,00 18,58 

Castello del Valentino 2,01 0,00 2,01 2,01 36,88 38,89 

Villa della Regina 12,03 0,00 12,03 12,03 7,30 19,33 

Castello di Moncalieri 12,21 0,00 12,21 12,21 44,43 56,64 

Castello di Rivoli 1,54 465,46 467,00 1,54 486,76 488,30 

Palazzina di Caccia di Stupinigi 75,23 906,67 981,90 75,23 906,67 981,90 

Reggia di Venaria Reale 13,59 400,74 414,33 13,59 428,08 441,67 

Borgo castello nel parco della Mandria 4,62 2.922,45 2.927,07 4,62 2.922,45 2.927,07 

Castello di Agliè 30,33 74,86 105,19 30,33 133,81 164,14 

Castello di Racconigi 172,26 1.451,54 1.623,80 172,26 1.464,35 1.636,61 

Castello di Govone 3,06 0,00 3,06 3,06 8,30 11,36 

Complesso carloalbertino di Pollenzo 6,02 0,00 6,02 25,36 492,44 517,80 

TOTAL 351,48 6.221.72 6.573,20 370,82 6.931,47 7.302.29 

 
Chart 1 – The yellow colour individualizes the variations in hectares of the new buffers zones or of the buffers widened 
zones; The red colour individualizes the variations in hectares of the new buffers zones or of the core widened zones; 
the blue colour individualizes the variation they are suitable total. 
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This request, as a whole, does not change the exceptional universal value of the site: on the 
contrary, the definition of new buffer zones or the expansion of existing ones aims to highlight the 
results of the management policies observed from 1997 until now, which have always been 
consistent with the cultural landscape values for which the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy 
were deemed worthy of inscription of the List.  
 
Since the moment of inscription, some important residences (Venaria, Villa della Regina), along 
with their parks and gardens, have been opened to the public and communication has been created 
with the local authorities with regard to enhancing their value and, highlighting the architectural and 
urban design underlying the construction of the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy, also 
focusing on their subsequent development and drawing greater attention to the exceptional universal 
value of the site.  
 
Team spirit has always characterized the management of the Residences of the Royal House of 
Savoy despite the large number of institutions involved (Ministry for Cultural Heritage, Regione 
Piemonte, Città di Torino, Provincia di Torino, Turin Polytechnic, Fondazione Mauriziana, 
Municipal Councils of Venaria Reale, Druento, Rivoli, Moncalieri, Rivoli and Nichelino, 
Fondazione “La Venaria Reale”, Agenzia di Pollenzo) so we hope that the work carried out by the 
Ministry for Cultural Heritage in conjunction with the local authorities is viewed positively by the 
World Heritage Committee, leading to the approval of the new buffer zones proposed.  
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I. PROPOSAL FOR DEFINITION OF THE BUFFER ZONE OF THE CASTELLO DEL VALENTINO 
 
 

1. Brief description of the asset 
 

The Castello del Valentino was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1997 (no. 823) and 
has a perimeter of 2.10 hectares. 
 
Within the scope of candidacy in 1997, the ICOMOS encouraged the conservation and 
protection of the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy “with the same respect that it has 
shown so far for their historical, aesthetic and landscape value”. It also suggested “to 
associate the gardens and parks more decisively with the conservation projects for 
buildings”. The periodical report (2004) reveals the need to define the buffer zone, which 
had not been identified at the time of candidacy. 

 
2. Justification of the definition of the buffer zone 

2.1. Historical-territorial context 
The first news of this Residence of the Royal House of Savoy dates back to the 16th century 
but the pavillon système that characterizes the building is taken from the plans completed in 
the 17th century by the duke’s architects Carlo and Amedeo di Castellamonte. Upon 
commission to Queen Maria Cristina of France (1606-1663), they proposed the 
transformation of the existing suburban mansion into a delitia residence, which was more 
appropriate to the new demands of the Royal Court. The image of the building had been 
consolidated by the 18th century and, in 1729, King Vittorio Amedeo II ordered the creation 
of the Botanical Garden. The building, erected on the site of the northern courtyard of the 
residence, was assigned to Turin University immediately after its foundation.   
The current image of the Castello del Valentino is the product of completions and 
expansions which were carried out for the Industrial Expo in 1858: inspired by a cultural 
attitude which encompasses mimetic solutions, these operations were consistent with the 
previous compositional and decorative style.  
The original architecture, destined to the loisir of the Savoy Court – featuring Italian gardens 
and surroundings with a farming vocation – gave way during the 19th century to a building 
closely connected to the city’s development and destined for use as venue for the exhibition 
of industrial products. The transferral of the land and the Castello del Valentino in 1850 by 
the Crown to the State, led the Municipal Council of Turin to set up a new public park, 
defining new territorial relationships between this area and the city. Farmhouses, canals, 
country roads and cultivated fields made way for a green area for use, among other things, 
as a place to house temporary constructions for exhibitions. It was during such national and 
international events that the park was enhanced with structures and monuments of which 
significant evidence can still be seen today. A perfect example is provided by the Medieval 
hamlet and fort, built for the Italian General Artistic and Industrial Exposition in 1884, with 
an evident educational purpose. The complex – which was designed and built by Alfredo 
d’Andrade, Riccardo Brayda, Carlo Nigra and other professionals and scholars of art well 
known in the cultural circles of Piedmont in the second half of the 19th century – revives 
proposes 15th century architectures typical of the Piedmont and Valle d’Aosta areas. The 
medieval hamlet is also home to craft stores, which present examples of the traditional local 
production of ceramic ware, wood, books, etc. Also of interest are the gardens next to the 
Fort, known as the Giardino dei semplici (Garden of the simples) and the Giardino delle 
delizie (Garden of the delights): these are areas cultivated with medicinal herbs and flowers 
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respectively, which recreate the image of the gardens represented in certain miniatures from 
Piedmont dating back to the 15th century.  
Lastly, these architectures are flanked by the Fontana dei dodici mesi (Fountain of the 
Twelve Months) – built to a design by the architect Carlo Ceppi for the National Exposition 
of 1898 – and, last but by no means least, the building of the Società Promotrice di Belle 
Arti, built in 1842 according to plans by the engineer Enrico Bonicelli and decorated by the 
sculptor Edoardo Rubino.  

 
2.2. Current situation 
The historical and cultural value of Valentino park was acknowledged in 1947, when the 
area became part of the list of elements of natural beauty to be protected. Consequently, 
from the following year onwards, the Superintendence prevented the use of the park for 
exhibitions, arranging the construction of the complex known as Torino Esposizioni (Turin 
Exhibitions) located next to the park (designed by Pier Luigi Nervi - 1949). The aim was to 
uphold the vocation which had animated the original layout of the structures and the green 
area in the 19th century.  
As of 1961, to celebrate the centenary of the Unity of Italy, new layouts were created, 
renewing the arrangement of the 19th century park (examples of such renewal being the rock 
garden and mountain garden). However there is still evidence of the original layout in the 
paths through the park, which are lined by vegetation which is now over a century old.  
Lastly, operations to restore and enhance the value of the Castello del Valentino, some of 
which were carried out through Programming Agreements between Regione Piemonte, the 
Decentralized Offices of the Ministry for Cultural Heritage and Turin Polytechnic (Decree 
of the President of the Regional Council 37/2002), implementing the Framework Agreement 
entered into between Regione Piemonte and the Ministry for Cultural Heritage on the matter 
of cultural heritage (project to realize and enhance the value of the circuit of Residence of 
the Royal House of Savoy - 2001). 

 
2.3. Elements of defence  
The Valentino park and the Castello del Valentino are currently subject to the following 
defensive restrictions: 
− Ministerial Decree 11 January 1950, bearing the declaration of outstanding public 

interest of the banks of the Po along the stretch of the river that crosses the city of Turin. 
− Restriction over the Castello del Valentino and its appurtenances, dated 01.02.1982. 
− Law no. 431 of 8 August 1985, (Galasso law), and subsequent update with Legislative 

Decree no. 490 of 29 October 1999, bearing urgent provisions for the defence ofareas of 
particular environmental interest. 

− Regional Operational Scheme and the Area Scheme for the System of Protected Areas of 
the Po River in Turin. The Valentino Park is referred to by the Department for the 
Management of the System of Protected Areas of the Po River as an “area of high 
environmental quality” and is therefore subjected to the defence systems imposed by the 
Regional Operational Scheme and the Area Scheme for the System of Protected Areas of 
the Po River in Turin.  

− General Town Planning Scheme of the Comune di Torino (2003 and subsequent 
amendments), which defend the metropolitan green areas and parks. 

− Regional Territorial Plan (May 2009). This defends the Po River Park and also the sector 
which belongs to the Turin metropolitan area, comprising the Parco del Valentino and 
the Castello del Valentino. It also proposes the defence and enhancement of the 
Residences of the Royal House of Savoy, inscribed on the World Heritage List.  
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2.4. Proposal for definition of the buffer zone 
Considering the recognized cultural importance not only of the Castello del Valentino, but 
also of the area around it, the proposal is to trace the buffer zone, remarking the boundaries 
– which can still be recognized – of the 19th century park. The park perimeter is identified by 
the General Town Planning Scheme of the Comune di Torino (2003) and sets the boundaries 
as Corso Sclopis, Via Petrarca, Corso Massimo D’Azeglio, Corso Vittorio Emanuele II and 
the River Po between the Umberto I and Principessa Isabella bridges. The area measures 
38.89 hectares.  

 
 
3. Tables 

The table depicting the core zone, as currently inscribed on the World Heritage List, and the 
buffer zone proposed as the area of respect is annexed.  
A single table is presented as the Castello del Valentino currently has no buffer zone both on 
Regional Technical Paper (staircase 1:10.000), both on orthophotographs (staircase 
1:10.000). 
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4. Annexes (historical cartography, photos) 
 
 
 

 
[XVIII century but before 1762] 
Particular of the CARTA / TOPOGRAFICA / DELLA CACCIA. 
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Carte Topografiche Segrete, Torino 15 A VI rosso) 
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Beginning of the XIX century 
Particular of the Tipo regolare di un tratto del fiume Po.  
(Archivio Storico del Comune di Torino) 

 
 

 
1856 
Particular of the Projet & Dessein du Jardin public de la Ville de Turin. 
(Archivio Storico del Comune di Torino, Tipi e disegni, 5-1-33) 
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Aerial view of the park and the castle of the Valentino. 
 
 

 
View of the Castello del Valentino from Corso Marconi. 
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 View of the Castello del Valentino from Po River. 
 
 

View of the Valentino park along the Po River. 
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II. PROPOSAL FOR DEFINITION OF THE BUFFER ZONE OF VILLA DELLA REGINA 
 
 

1. Brief description of the asset 
 

Villa della Regina was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1997 (no. 823) and has a 
perimeter of 12.03 hectares. 
 
Within the scope of candidacy in 1997, the ICOMOS encouraged the conservation and 
protection of the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy “with the same respect that it has 
shown so far for their historical, aesthetic and landscape value”. It also suggested “to 
associate the gardens and parks more decisively with the conservation projects for 
buildings”. The periodical report (2004) indicates the need to define the buffer zone, which 
had not been identified at the time of candidacy. 

 
2. Justification of the definition of the buffer zone 

2.1. Historical-territorial context 
Villa della Regina, which belonged to the Royal House of Savoy from 1615 to 1865, is a 
compendium of outstanding historical-artistic, environmental and landscapist importance, 
included by UNESCO on the World Heritage List. It has some of the last remaining 
“Vineyards” on Turin’s hills and consists of a courtly building, service buildings and 
gardens featuring pavilions, grottoes and fountains, as well as productive areas.   
The plan was based upon the styles in vogue in the early 17th century on the Roman hills of 
Tivoli and Frascati. The property still retains the almost original extension and the 
typological and compositional integrity of a “Vineyard”. The restoration work carried out 
between 1994 and 2009 has reinstated the image of this residence as the spectacular 
backdrop of the historical urban road which is currently represented by Via Po and Via Villa 
della Regina, as intended from the time when it was built. Consequently the link that has 
always bound the property with the urban design of Turin is of considerable relevance: way 
back in the 17th century, Villa della Regina was seen as a suburban centre, lying outside the 
city walls, on the other side of the River Po, along the road which now bears its name, as an 
ideal visual continuation of the eastward expansion and as a spectacular backdrop within the 
subsequent urban defensive circle.     
The villa was destined for the loisir of the Duke’s family, who came here for holidays and 
leisure activities. Upon commission by Cardinal Maurizio, a refined lover of the arts, 
literature and philosophy, and by his consort Ludovica, the new owner of the villa from 
1657, the rooms were decorated with cycles of frescoes on the friezes of the walls and 
wooden lacunar ceilings, and were furnished with important artistic collections and 
furniture. The next owner, Anna d’Orléans, who was married to Vittorio Amedeo II from 
1684, began a radical renewal of the main floor, completed by their son, Carlo Emanuele III 
in the 1730s to a design by Filippo Juvarra, resumed by Giovanni Pietro Baroni di 
Tavigliano. Following the remoulded the building and its relationship with the garden 
through the creation of the spectacular central hall, featuring paintings by Crosato and 
Giaquinto set inside the architectural frameworks of Giuseppe Dallamano, the rooms were 
updated with new decorations and furnishings, including the “Chinese” rooms painted by 
Pietro Massa, reflecting the Oriental tastes that reigned in the European courts of the time. 
17th century buildings, hydraulic infrastructures and decorative elements modernized the 
layout of the previous Vineyard, on an axis which, running from west to east among 
waterfalls, basins, statues and mascarons, culminates in the upper Belvedere.  
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In the 19th century, the entire property was donated by Vittorio Emanuele II to the National 
Institute for the Daughters of Italian Soldiers and made into a boarding school. It was 
abandoned in 1975 and then assigned to the State. In 1914 it was handed over to the 
Superintendence for Artistic, Historical and Ethno-anthropological Heritage of Piedmont, 
which promoted the overall project for restoration and reuse, returning the property to the 
city and allowing the partial reinstatement of its functions, with the restoration of the main 
floor and Italian gardens, open to visitors since 2006, and the experimental re-plantation of 
the vineyard, which has been productive since 2008. 

 
2.2. Current situation 
The overall project for restoration and reuse launched within the Programming Agreement 
between Regione Piemonte, drawn up by the Superintendence for Artistic, Historical and 
Ethno-anthropological Heritage of Piedmont, in conjunction with the Superintendence for 
Architectural and Landscape Heritage, and the Decentralized Offices of the Ministry for 
Cultural Heritage for the recovery of the Villa della Regina complex (Decree of the 
President of the Regional Council 37/2002), implementing the Framework Agreement 
entered into between Regione Piemonte and the Ministry for Cultural Heritage on the matter 
of cultural heritage (project to realize and enhance the value of the circuit of Residence of 
the Royal House of Savoy - 2001) led to the historical-artistic, environmental and landscape 
recovery of the whole complex inscribed on the World Heritage List. The operations 
planned and carried out by the organization from 1994 to the present day have included: 
− the restoration of the Italian gardens with the return to use of the fountains and historical 

paths; 
− the restoration of the building with the installation of security systems, the restoration of 

the decorative elements and furnishings on the main floor, open to the public since 2006, 
with access from the ground floor, with offices and an educational room; 

− experimental re-plantation of the vineyard and return to use of part of the paths behind 
the woodland area approaching the boundary with the park of Villa Genero; 

− work is currently underway to reopen the historical access of the avenue that leads from 
Via Villa della Regina and the adjacent areas: the former stables, with parking areas to 
the south and Cascina Vignolante with the gardens. 

These restoration operations, not only those concerning the residence but also those with 
regard to its territorial context, with particular reference to the restoration work completed in 
the area once occupied by the vineyard, have made a considerable contribution to increasing 
the value of the villa, reinstating antique territorial connotations and enabling the renewed 
legibility of the monument and its reference context.  

 
2.3. Elements of defence  
Villa della Regina, a State owned property consigned to the care of the Superintendence for 
Artistic, Historical and Ethno-anthropological Heritage of Piedmont, with consignments 
dated 31/03/1994 and 06/12/1997 by the Ministry of Finance, Regional Department (Turin), 
is subject to defensive restrictions in compliance with the Ministerial Decree dated 11 
November 1952 (OJ issue no. 279, dated 02/12/1952), of law no. 1089 of 01/ 06/1939 and 
the Ministerial Decree dated 16 April 1984. 
The General Town Planning Scheme of the Comune di Torino and subsequent amendments 
recognize the historical and cultural value of Villa della Regina, proposing, within the scope 
of the “Town-planning and building standards of implementation. Law coordinated with the 
amendments introduced by the programming agreements and amendments to the General 
Town Planning Scheme” (2003), the restoration of Via Villa della Regina, from Piazza Gran 
Madre as far as Villa della Regina, this being a long, historical tree-lined avenue (cf. Title 
IV, art. 25 “Areas of restoration of public space”). 
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2.4. Proposal for definition of the buffer zone 
Considering the recognized cultural importance not only of Villa della Regina, but also of 
the area around it, the proposal is to trace the buffer zone, remarking the boundaries – which 
can still be recognized – of the original Residence of the Royal House of Savoy, including 
the area currently occupied by Villa Genero and its park. The possibility to extend the utility 
of the gardens and woodland area of Villa della Regina with that of Villa Genero, due to 
their contiguity, adds to the level of defence and enhancement of the of the Residence of the 
Royal House of Savoy already inscribed on the World Heritage List.  
The buffer zone identified measures 19.33 hectares.  

 
 
3. Tables 

The table depicting the core zone, as currently inscribed on the World Heritage List, and the 
buffer zone proposed as the area of respect is annexed.  
A single table is presented as Villa della Regina currently has no buffer zone both on 
Regional Technical Paper (staircase 1:10.000), both on orthophotographs (staircase 
1:10.000). 
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4. Annexes (historical cartography, photos) 
 
 

 
[XVIII century but before 1762] 
Particular of the CARTA / TOPOGRAFICA / DELLA CACCIA. 
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Carte Topografiche Segrete, Torino 15 A VI rosso) 
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1864 
GIUSEPPE TONTA, PIETRO FOGLIETTI 
Villa della Regina del Borgo. Planimetria Generale  
(Archivio di Stato di Torino) 
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Aerial view of Villa della Regina. 
 

View of Villa della Regina. 
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The vineyard and the garden of Villa della Regina. 
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III.  PROPOSAL FOR DEFINITION OF THE BUFFER ZONE OF THE CASTELLO DI MONCALIERI 
 
 

1. Brief description of the asset 
 
The Castello di Moncalieri was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1997 (no. 823) and 
has a perimeter of 12.21 hectares. 
 
Within the scope of candidacy in 1997, the ICOMOS encouraged the conservation and 
protection of the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy “with the same respect that it has 
shown so far for their historical, aesthetic and landscape value”. The periodical report (2004) 
indicates the need to define the buffer zone, which had not been identified at the time of 
candidacy. 

 
2. Justification of the definition of the buffer zone 

2.1. Historical-territorial context 
The Castello di Moncalieri underwent consistent modernization work during the 17th century. 
This work was completed to convert the original building erected in the 13th century into a 
residence which was more appropriate for the new demands of the Court of the Dukes of 
Savoy. Consequently, the building is characterized by a formal image and a compositional 
layout which allow the stratifications that have altered the layout of the original fortified 
structure over the centuries to emerge.   
The relationship between the castle and the hamlet below are largely confirmed by the 
relationships linked to the morphology of the settlement and the local system of roads and 
pathways. The old fortified structure is set on a promontory which overlooks the two roads 
below and, particularly, the bridge over the river Po, which was still the only route across the 
river guaranteeing access from the south to Turin in the 15th century. The surveillance role 
taken on by this structure emerges once again in the representation attributable to the 16th 
century and relating to the fortified system of the castle and old hamlet of Moncalieri. This 
picture show that in the 16th century there was still an irregular late-medieval defensive 
system, which strongly conditions the urban layout of the hamlet, highlighting the relationship 
existing between residence and urban fabric. This construction arrangement can still be 
recognized, not only in 18th century maps but also in the present day layout of the town.  
The main axes of this old town – coinciding with the current Via Alfieri, Via del Real Collegio 
(both of 14th century origin) and Via San Martino – and especially Piazza Mayre, underwent 
significant alterations beginning in the early 1620s and for the whole of the 17th century. 
During the adaptations of the castle, the progressive renovation or new construction of 
buildings belonging to noble families connected to the court of the Royal House of Savoy took 
place, along with a more extensive remoulding of the existing buildings in response to new 
demands for modernization in compliance with styles imported from the capital (Turin). 
Architects and professionals close to and active at the court of the Royal House of Savoy took 
part in the construction of residential and religious buildings within the medieval town, 
renewing its image and establishing cultural continuity with what was taking place at the 
castle during the same period. 
 
2.2. Current situation 
Restoration policies implemented in the historical area of Moncalieri (with particular reference 
to the restoration of Via Principessa Clotilde, Via San Martino, Via Alfieri and Via Real 
Collegio) have been launched thanks to the Programming Agreements between Regione 
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Piemonte, the Decentralized Offices of the Ministry for Cultural Heritage and the Comune di 
Moncalieri (Decree of the President of the Regional Council 34/2002), implementing the 
Framework Agreement entered into between Regione Piemonte and the Ministry for Cultural 
Heritage on the matter of cultural heritage (project to realize and enhance the value of the 
circuit of Residence of the Royal House of Savoy - 2001). Within the scope of these 
agreements, in addition to the aforementioned restoration of the historical area, there is also: 
− the construction of a wharf on the River Po to simplify access to the residence; 
− the organization of the access routes to the castle (Piazza Baden Baden and Viale 

Castello); 
− the installation of lighting for the monumental enhancement of the urban fabric and the 

architectural elements that best represent the historical area (e.g.: new installations in Via 
Monfacone Street and Viale Castello). 

These initiatives have helped enhance the value of the residence inscribed on the World 
Heritage List, highlighting the historical and cultural relationships that link the castle so 
strongly to the urban reference context. 
 
2.3. Elements of defence  
The castle and park of Moncalieri are protected in compliance with: 
− Ministerial restriction of 28 May 1968. 
− Ministerial Decree of 1 August 1985 (“Galassino”), published in the supplement to 

Official Journal no. 298 dated 19.12.1985, relating to the declaration of considerable 
public interest in Turin’s hills within the municipalities of San Mauro Torinese, 
Baldissero Torinese, Pavarolo, Sciolze, Montaldo Torinese, Chieri, Pino Torinese, 
Pecetto Torinese, Moncalieri and Gassino Torinese. 

− Regional Territorial Plan (May 2009). Proposes the defence and enhancement of the 
Residences of the Royal House of Savoy inscribed in the World Heritage.  

The historical area of the municipality of Moncalieri is also protected in compliance with the 
General Town Planning Scheme of the Comune di Moncalieri currently in force (approved 
by Regione Piemonte D.G.R. no. 33-204 of 12.06.2000 and subsequent amendments), which 
recognizes the cultural value of the antique settlement.  
 
2.4. Proposal for definition of the buffer zone 
In the light of that stated above, it is impossible to separate the Castello di moncalieri from 
its territorial context, to which it is closely linked for settlement and design reasons. 
Therefore, there is a proposal to trace a buffer zone which includes the historical area of the 
town, as identified by the General Town Planning Scheme of the Comune di Moncalieri 
(2000) currently in force, as well as the portion of the territory which once belonged to the 
Royal House of Savoy and is now protected by virtue of its landscapist value.  
The buffer zone boundaries are marked by: Viale della Rimembranza, Strada Rebaudengo, 
Viale Castello, Viale Palestro, Strada Torino, Via Bogino, Corso Trieste, Via Cavour, Via 
Tanivelli, Via Galileo Galilei, Via Cernaia and Via Francesco Petrarca. 
The buffer zone identified measures 56.64 hectares. 
 
 

3. Tables 
 

The table depicting the core zone, as currently inscribed on the World Heritage List, and the 
buffer zone proposed as the area of respect is annexed.  
A single table is presented as the Castello di Moncalieri currently has no buffer zone both on 
Regional Technical Paper (staircase 1:10.000), both on orthophotographs (staircase 
1:10.000). 
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4.  Annexes (historical cartography, photos) 
 
 

 
[XVI century] 
System strengthened of the suburb of Moncalieri. The castle is in the superior part. 
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Disegni serie IV, n. 482) 
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[XVIII century] 
Carta Topografica del Castello di Moncalieri. 
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Carte Topografiche per A e B, Moncalieri, 1) 
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[XVIII century but before 1762] 
Particular of the CARTA / TOPOGRAFICA / DELLA CACCIA. 
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Carte Topografiche Segrete, Torino 15 A VI rosso) 
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Aerial view of the castle and the Moncalieri town. 
 
 
 

 
View of the Castello di Moncalieri from Po River. 
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View of the castle of Moncalieri from the square. 
 
 

The historical centre of Moncalieri. 
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IV.  PROPOSAL FOR EXPANSION OF THE BUFFER ZONE OF THE CASTELLO DI RIVOLI 
 

 
1. Brief description of the asset 

The Castello di Rivoli was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1997 (no. 823) and has a 
perimeter of 1.54 hectares, while the currently identified buffer zone has a perimeter of 
467.00 hectares. 
 
Within the scope of candidacy in 1997, the ICOMOS encouraged the conservation and 
protection of the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy “with the same respect that it has 
shown so far for their historical, aesthetic and landscape value”. The periodical report (2004) 
indicates the need to expand the buffer zone presented at the time of candidacy. 

 
2. Justification of the expansion of the buffer zone 

 
2.1. Historical-territorial context 
Situated in a strategic position along the so-called Via Francigena, Rivoli began to take on a 
significant political role as of 1247, when the Royal House of Savoy began to gain control of 
these areas.  
Between the 14th and 16th centuries, the hamlet was characterized by perimeter walls which 
separated the settlement from the neighbouring farming areas: the construction of a system 
of artificial canals contributed to the expansion of settlements scattered here and there 
outside the walls, made up of farmhouses.  
However, it was later, between the 17th and 18th centuries, that Rivoli enjoyed a moment of 
grand splendour, when the Royal House of Savoy decided to transform the existing fortress 
into a castle to house the Royal Court, permanently. The consistent renovation work 
completed during this period implicated not only the Royal Residence itself, but also the 
neighbouring area. The tracing of the Stradone di Francia (the main road to France) (1711-
1713) according to a design by Michelangelo Garove, established new relationships between 
Rivoli and the capital, Turin. This road identifying, also, the link existing between the castle 
and the centre of power of the Savoy Family, represented by the Command Zone, from a 
territorial point of view.   
The modernization of the castle, initially to designs by Carlo di Castellamonte (as of 1606), 
later with intervention by Michelangelo Garove (the early years of the 18th century -1713) 
and, lastly, with the grand but unfinished design of Filippo Juvarra (1715-1718), was 
flanked by significant urban renewal of the town of Rivoli. Although there is still some 
significant evidence dating back to the 14th and 15th centuries – such as the bell tower of the 
Collegiate Church of Santa Maria Stella for example – the presence of important 
architectural developments attributable to the 17th and 18th centuries prevails. The 
construction of houses and mansions for the nobility with allegiance to the Royal House of 
Savoy – examples being Villa Cavalli d’Olivola, Villa d’Ussol and Villa Fiorito –, as well as 
the new construction of remoulding of religious buildings, such as the parish church of San 
Martino, the confraternity of San Rocco and the new monastery of the Cappuccini order at 
Villa Melano, document this period of urban modernization of the town. The craftsman 
involved in these operations and the architectural reference models are mostly attributable to 
the building sites of the Royal House of Savoy, highlighting the dependence that existed 
between the Royal residences and the settlements around them. 
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2.2. Current situation 
Restoration policies implemented in the historical area of Rivoli, launched thanks to 
Programming Agreements between Regione Piemonte, the Decentralized Offices of the 
Ministry for Cultural Heritage and the Comune di Rivoli (Decree of the President of the 
Regional Council 40/2002), implementing the Framework Agreement entered into between 
Regione Piemonte and the Ministry for Cultural Heritage on the matter of cultural heritage 
(project to realize and enhance the value of the circuit of Residence of the Royal House of 
Savoy - 2001) - have helped enhance the value of the residence inscribed on the World 
Heritage List, highlighting the historical and cultural relationships that link the castle so 
strongly to the urban reference context. 
The revaluation and recovery of the historical urban fabric have been rendered tangible 
through urban restoration work aimed at:   
− the installation of lighting for the monumental enhancement of the urban fabric and the 

architectural elements that best represent the historical area; 
− improving the parking and vehicle access system at the Castello di Rivoli. 

 
2.3. Elements of defence  
The castle and park of Rivoli are protected in compliance with: 
− Deed of notification of historical and artistic interest of 30 May 1910. 
− Declaration of public interest of the zone adjacent to the castle, published in the Official 

Journal dated 18 December 1952. 
− Ministerial Decree of 1 August 1985 (“Galassino”), published in the supplement to 

Official Journal no. 298 dated 19.12.1985, relating to the declaration of considerable 
public interest in Rivoli’s hills within the municipality of Rivoli. 

− Regional Territorial Plan (May 2009), which proposes the defence and enhancement of 
the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy inscribed on the World Heritage List.  

The historical and cultural value of the historical area of Rivoli is also recognized by the 
General Town Planning Scheme of the Comune di Rivoli (2006) and subsequent 
amendments currently in force, which identify the limit of the medieval settlement and the 
subsequent adaptations that made an important contribution to the modernization of the old 
town between the 17th and 18th centuries.    

 
2.4. Proposal for expansion of the buffer zone 
A proposal is made to extend the boundary of the current buffer zone to encompass the 
whole historical area of Rivoli, as identified by the Municipal Town Planning Scheme 
currently in force. The buffer zone coinciding with the area occupied by the gardens and the 
historical park of the residence is confirmed.  
The area measures 488.30 hectares. 

 
 

3. Tables 
 

Four tables are annexed:  
1. portrayal of the core zone and the buffer zone, as currently inscribed on the World 

Heritage List, and of the expansion of the buffer zone to be traced in defence of the 
castle; 

2. particular of the historical centre of Rivoli; 
3. portrayal of the core zone and new boundaries of the buffer zone both on Regional 

Technical Paper (staircase 1:10.000), both on orthophotographs (staircase 1:10.000). 
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4. Annexes (historical cartography, photos) 
 

 

 
Beginning of the XIX century 
Plan du Bourg de Rivole 
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Carte Topografiche Segrete, Rivoli, 26 A V rosso) 
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Aerial view of the castle and the Rivoli town. 
 
 
 

 
The castello di Rivoli. 
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Historical centre of Rivoli Town. 
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V. PROPOSAL FOR EXPANSION OF THE BUFFER ZONE OF REGGIA DI VENARIA REALE 
 
 

1. Brief description of the asset 
 

The Reggia di Venaria Reale was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1997 (no. 823) 
and has a perimeter of 13.59 hectares, while the currently identified buffer zone has a 
perimeter of 414.33 hectares. 
 
Within the scope of candidacy in 1997, the ICOMOS encouraged the conservation and 
protection of the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy “with the same respect that it has 
shown so far for their historical, aesthetic and landscape value”. The periodical report 
(2004) indicates the need to expand the buffer zone presented at the time of candidacy.  

 
2. Justification of the expansion of the buffer zone 

 
2.1. Historical-territorial context 
The project created by Amedeo di Castellamonte for the Duke, Carlo Emanule II of Savoy 
(1659-1675) envisaged the construction of a complex urban and territorial system which was 
destined to transform the antique settlement of Altessano Superiore into the baroque 
complex of Venaria Reale. The residence, with its gardens and the park, were to be used for 
hunting activities, while the existing settlement was remoulded with the aim of creating an 
appropriate context to represent ducal magnificence, providing an expression of the prince’s 
absolute power.  
The overall design of the royal palace, gardens and urban centre develop around a main axis 
which starts from the Hall of Diana – the hub of the palace – and places the gardens to the 
west and the village to the east, along what is known today as Via Mensa (formerly Via 
Maestra or Contrada Granda). The lynchpin of the urban layout is Piazza dell’Annunziata, 
overlooked by the parish church of the Natività di Maria Vergine (Nativity of the Virgin 
Mary). The uniformity of the facades of the buildings that line the street, broken up by the 
introduction of this spectacular space, lead the spectator along a route which has just one 
focal point: the Palace of Diana. Evocative pictures of this grand project, built in the 17th 
century can be found in Theatrum Sabaudiae which also shows how the design by Amedeo 
di Castellamonte was only partially implemented. 
 
2.2. Current situation 
Restoration policies implemented in the historical area of Venaria Reale, launched thanks to 
Programming Agreements between Regione Piemonte, the Decentralized Offices of the 
Ministry for Cultural Heritage and the Comune di Venaria Reale (Decree of the President of 
the Regional Council 40/2002), implementing the Framework Agreement entered into 
between Regione Piemonte and the Ministry for Cultural Heritage on the matter of cultural 
heritage (project to realize and enhance the value of the circuit of Residence of the Royal 
House of Savoy - 2001) have helped enhance the value of the residence inscribed on the 
World Heritage List. Within the scope of these operations, emphasis has also been placed 
upon the historical and cultural relationships that link the complex so strongly to the urban 
reference context. 
The revaluation and recovery of the historical urban fabric have been rendered tangible 
through urban restoration work aimed at:   
− the elimination of vehicle parking points around the complex and the construction of a 

parking area to serve the Residence of the Royal House of Savoy; 
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− the creation of pedestrian zones around the complex inscribed on the World Heritage 
List, particularly Via Mensa; 

− the installation of lighting for the monumental enhancement of the urban fabric and the 
architectural elements that best represent the historical area; 

− the replacement of the roads and pavements in order to achieve the monumental 
enhancement of the urban fabric and the most representative architectural elements. 

Further operations have also been carried out to restore and enhance the value of the 
complex, implemented thanks to the same agreements mentioned above. They have made an 
important contribution to the completion of the complex restoration site that implicated the 
complex inscribed on the World Heritage List. 

 
2.3. Elements of defence  
The Reggia di Venaria Reale is protected in compliance with: 
− notification of historical and artistic interest for the Reggia dated 27.05.1910. 
− ministerial restriction of 28.05.1968 relating to the Reggia and the Church of St Hubert. 
− ministerial restriction of 31.03.2004 relating to the Reggia, the Church of St Hubert, the 

orangery, stables and appurtenances, historical gardens, the “Corte Pagliere” and the 
“Cavallerizza”.  

− Regional Territorial Plan (May 2009), which proposes the defence and enhancement of 
the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy inscribed on the World Heritage List.  

The historical and cultural value of the historical area of Venaria Reale is also recognized by 
the General Town Planning Scheme of the Comune di Venaria Reale (2001 but approved in 
2005) and subsequent amendments currently in force, which identifies the limit of the urban 
settlement or as designed by Amedeo di Castellamonte in the mid-17th century. In particular, 
the General Town Planning Scheme, in the revised version approved by Decree of the 
Regional Council 32-14962/2005, identifies a specific “instruction for the central area” by 
virtue of its historical and documentary value, aimed at the restoration, conservation and 
enhancement of the value of the existing architectural heritage. 

 
2.4. Proposal for expansion of the buffer zone 
Due to this unitary nature of the design between the palace and the old town centre, a 
proposal is made to expand the buffer zone to the historical part of Venaria Reale, as 
outlined by the Municipal General Town Planning Scheme currently in force. The limit of 
the buffer zone is confirmed as coinciding with the area occupied by the gardens and the 
historical park (valuable green area in compliance with Law 1497/1939).  
The buffer zone boundaries are marked by: Via Vittorio Scodeggio, Via Giuseppe Cavallo, 
Via Goito, Via Trento, Via Nazario Sauro, Via Don Giovanni Sapino, Via Savonera 
Druento, Strada della Barra. The new buffer zone measures 441.67 hectares.  

 
 
3. Tables 
 

Four tables are annexed:  
1. portrayal of the boundaries of the complex and the buffer zone, as currently inscribed on 

the World Heritage List, and of the buffer zone to be traced in defence of the site; 
2. particular of the historical centre of Venaria Reale; 
3. portrayal of the new boundaries of the buffer zone both on Regional Technical Paper 

(staircase 1:10.000), both on orthophotographs (staircase 1:10.000). 
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4. Annexes (historical cartography, photos) 
 
 

 
1682 
TOMMASO BORGONIO 
Regiae Venationis Aedium in Theatrum Statuum Regiae Celsitudinis Sabaudiae Ducis,  
Pedemontii Principis, Cypri Regis 
(Archivio Storico del Comune di Torino) 
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[XVIII century but before 1762] 
Particular of the CARTA / TOPOGRAFICA / DELLA CACCIA. 
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Carte Topografiche Segrete, Torino 15 A VI rosso) 
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Aerial view of the Reggia di Venaria Reale. 
 
 

 
View of the castle and the gardens of Venaria Reale. 
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The access to the castle of Venaria Reale from the Via Mensa. 

 

   
To the left: view of the Reggia di Venaria Reale. To the right: Piazza dell’Annunziata along Via Mensa. 
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VI. PROPOSAL FOR EXPANSION OF THE BUFFER ZONE OF THE CASTELLO DI AGLIÈ 
 

 
1. Brief description of the asset 

The Castello di Agliè was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1997 (no. 823) and has a 
perimeter of 30.33 hectares, while the currently identified buffer zone has a perimeter of 
105.19 hectares. 
 
Within the scope of candidacy in 1997, the ICOMOS encouraged the conservation and 
protection of the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy “with the same respect that it has 
shown so far for their historical, aesthetic and landscape value”. The periodical report 
(2004) indicates the need to expand the buffer zone presented at the time of candidacy.  

 
2. Justification of the expansion of the buffer zone 

 
2.1. Historical-territorial context 
Founded in the 11th century, the Castello di Agliè underwent numerous renovation 
operations between the 17th and 19th centuries, converting it from a fortress to a holiday 
residence for use by the members of the Royal House of Savoy. The first operations, 
commissioned between 1642 and 1657 by Count Filippo San Martino d’Agliè, marked the 
start of the transformation of the existing structures into a palace-villa surrounded by Italian 
gardens, but it is thanks to the designs of Count Ignazio Birago di Borgaro – attributable to 
the second half of the 18th century – that the property acquired its present image, linking the 
castle firmly to the urban and territorial reference context. During the same period, in 1764 
to be precise, with the acquisition of the property by King Carlo Emanuele III, the overall 
renovation of the castle was carried out. The building destined for use by the Royal Court 
was adapted, simultaneously building a system of farmhouses on the estate, to guarantee its 
economic subsistence.    
These operations connected to the agricultural exploitation of the territory were joined by 
the construction of a square to link the area occupied by the architectural elements of the San 
Martino family to the town of Agliè. This new urban system, designed by Birago di Borgaro 
and only partially completed (the eastern area remained unfinished), guaranteed a 
continuous façade among the different architectural elements thanks to the use of 
homogenous materials and decorations. Consequently, a harmonious space overlooked by 
the castle and its appurtenances, and by the Church of St Mary of the Annunciation was 
created (1771-1777). The arrangement of the square allows the link up between the courtly 
space of the residence of the Royal House of Savoy with the main street of the town; the 
latter is not aligned with the main façade of the castle and this set of baroque buildings was 
created to connect the residence with the existing medieval urban fabric.   
In the old town of Agliè, the buildings erected during the 18th century include those designed 
by architects who worked for the San Martino family and for the Royal House of Savoy: an 
example is the Church of St Martha, built to a design by the architect Costanzo Michela 
(1689-1754), who also worked on a wing of the castle during the early years of the 
operation. The adaptations of the town hall and other buildings within the older urban fabric 
date back to the 18th century but there is still clear evidence of a consistent medieval 
presence. It seems obvious, therefore, that the cultural environment and the people that 
oversaw the construction and expansions of the Residence of the Royal House of Savoy had 
a significant influence on the transformations carried out in the town.  
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2.2. Current situation 
Restoration policies implemented in the historical area of Agliè – launched thanks to the 
Programming Agreement between Regione Piemonte, the Decentralized Offices of the 
Ministry for Cultural Heritage and the Comune di Agliè (Decree of the President of the 
Regional Council 33/2002), implementing the Framework Agreement entered into between 
Regione Piemonte and the Ministry for Cultural Heritage on the matter of cultural heritage 
(project to realize and enhance the value of the circuit of Residence of the Royal House of 
Savoy - 2001) – have helped enhance the value of the residence inscribed on the World 
Heritage List, highlighting the historical and cultural relationships that link the castle so 
strongly to the urban reference context. 
The revaluation and recovery of the historical urban fabric have been rendered tangible 
through urban restoration work aimed at:   
− the creation of an accessorized pedestrian link between the old town centre and the 

castle; 
− the elimination of vehicle parking points around the complex and the construction of a 

parking area to serve the Residence of the Royal House of Savoy;  
− the installation of lighting for the monumental enhancement of the urban fabric and the 

architectural elements that best represent the historical area; 
− the replacement of the roads, pavements and urban furnishings (benches, litter bins, 

signs, etc.) in order to achieve the monumental enhancement of the urban fabric and the 
most representative architectural elements (e.g.: operations envisaged in the square in 
front of the castle and along Via Principe Tommaso). 
 

2.3. Elements of defence  
The historical and cultural value of the historical area of Agliè is also recognized by the 
General Town Planning Scheme of the Comune di Agliè (2003) and subsequent 
amendments currently in force, which identifies the limit of the medieval settlement and the 
subsequent adaptations that made an important contribution to the 17th century 
modernization of the old town. The main objectives of the Town Planning Scheme include 
the proposed restoration of the historical area, “also implementing the Urban Restoration 
Scheme, approved by the Comune, through the recovery of the architectural elements, 
particularly the facades and urban furnishings, the reuse of the building materials, the 
integration of the parking areas with the obligation to create parking spaces during the 
performance of the operations” (cf. art. 1 – Contents and objectives of the amendment). 
There are also the following restrictions: 
− declaration of cultural interest in the park and castle of Agliè dated 7 February 1966;  
− declaration of public interest in the park and town of Agliè, in compliance with 

Ministerial Decree no. 88 of 10 March 1969; 
− Ministerial Decree of 1 August 1985 (area of landscapist value – “Galassino” Ordinary 

Supplement to Official Journal issue 298 dated 19 December 1985, pages111-113) 
which declares the considerable public interest in the territory of the castle, park and 
historical area of Agliè and the neighbouring areas; 

− Regional Territorial Plan (May 2009), which proposes the defence and enhancement of 
the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy inscribed in the World Heritage. 

 
2.4. Proposal for expansion of the buffer zone 
A proposal is made to expand the boundary of the existing buffer zone to encompass the 
entire historical part of Agliè, as outlined by the Municipal General Town Planning Scheme 
currently in force, and to the area of landscapist value. The buffer zone coinciding with the 
gardens and the historical park of the residence is confirmed.  
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The buffer zone boundaries are marked by: Via per Cuceglio, Strada della Luisetta, Strada 
Santa Giorgina, Strada per San Giorgio, Viale Frua, Vicolo Campodaneo, Via Rivalto.  
The area measures 164,14 hectares. 
 
 

3. Tables 
 

Three tables are annexed:  
1. portrayal of the core zone and the buffer zone, as currently inscribed on the World 

Heritage List, and of the expansion of the buffer zone to be traced in defence of the 
castle; 

2. portrayal of the core zone and the new boundaries of the buffer zone both on Regional 
Technical Paper (staircase 1:10.000), both on orthophotographs (staircase 1:10.000). 
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4. Annexes (historical cartography, photos) 
 
 

 
22 Avril 1784 
Particular of the Piano regolare, ò sia copia fedele del Piano stato smarito, mentre stava appresso 
dell'Ill[ustrissi]mo Sig.r Conte / Birago di Borgaro, qual rappresentava, come questo rappresenta il Luogo d'Aglié, 
Castello, giardini, e / contorni, il tutto da me Architetto e Misuratore sottoscritto ricavato da memorie, e 
brogliassi, che stavano / appresso di me doppo le commessioni avute nel 1763, e 64. In formar varie carte de siti 
sudetti per servizio / Di S.A.R. il Signor Duca del Ciablese; Così che dichiaro essere il presente regolar piano, 
simile, / ed uguale in tutte le sue parti al sudetto Piano smarito. 
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Carte Topografiche per A e B, Aglié, m. 2). 
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Aerial view of the castle, of the park and of the Agliè Town. 
 
 

 
View of the castle and of the Agliè Town. 
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The castello di Agliè 
 
 
 

 
View of the square before the castle of Agliè. This square marks the entry to the historical centre of the town. 
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The historical centre of the Agliè town and the Baroque church of St Marta 
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VII. PROPOSAL FOR EXPANSION OF THE BUFFER ZONE OF THE CASTELLO DI RACCONIGI 
 

 
1. Brief description of the asset 

The Castello di Racconigi was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1997 (no. 823) and 
has a perimeter of 172.26 hectares, while the currently identified buffer zone has a perimeter 
of 1.623.80. 
 
Within the scope of candidacy in 1997, the ICOMOS encouraged the conservation and 
protection of the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy “with the same respect that it has 
shown so far for their historical, aesthetic and landscape value”. The periodical report (2004) 
indicates the need to expand the buffer zone presented at the time of candidacy.  
 
 

2. Justification of the expansion of the buffer zone 
 
2.1. Historical-territorial context 
Documented as a place name in the late 10th century, the settlement of Racconigi was closely 
linked to the presence of the castle, which first belonged to the Marquisate of Saluzzo (12th 
century -1363), then to the Acaia family (1363-1413) and to the Savoy-Racconigi family 
(1413-1605) and, finally, to the Savoy-Carignano family (as of 1620). 
The urban layout was strongly conditioned by the presence of the fortified structure. Placed 
towards the perimeter of the built-up area, it played a fundamental role in guarding the road 
that ran from Turin to Cuneo.  
The town of Racconigi is historically characterized by an evident agricultural vocation: the 
municipal property register of 1568 indicates the presence of a scattered settlement outside the 
perimeter walls, featuring farmhouses. The recorded presence of farming and residential 
buildings in the town centre as recently as the 19th century bears witness to this deep rooted 
rural and residential settlement layout.    
Significant medieval and late renaissance architectural influences can still be recognized in the 
urban fabric. Particularly the buildings erected when Racconigi was seat of the Royal Court of 
the House of Savoy (16th century) strongly characterize the present day image of the town. An 
example is the platea communis – now Piazza Vittorio Emanuele II – characterized by late 
renaissance arcades and buildings. 
The annexing of the territory, at the beginning of the 17th century, to the properties of the 
Savoy Family and the granting, as appanage, to the Savoy-Carignano family marked a 
decisive turn in the economy and social arrangements of Racconigi. The planting of hawthorn 
trees, the farming of silkworms and the presence of a natural irrigation system implemented by 
a close network of artificial canals (known as bealere), launched a flourishing production 
which involved the construction of numerous spinning units, which can still be seen in the area 
today.  
The Savoy-Carignano family was responsible for the modernization, as of the 17th century, of 
the old fortress: the design by the architect Guarino Guarini for the construction of a residence 
destined for loisir (1676) also marked the start of a progressive renovation of the town’s 
image. This architectural adaptation of both public and private buildings continued throughout 
the whole of the 18th century: the new constructions represent architectural models imported 
from the neighbouring capital (Turin), and the architects assigned the task of creating the new 
designs were from Turin too - having at least trained there. The construction of churches, such 
as those of St Mary Major (designed by Carlo Antonio Castelli, 1725-1727), the Confraternity 
of the Holy Name of Jesus and of the Holy Trinity (remoulding of previous 16th century 
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buildings in 1659) and of St John the Baptist (1712-1735), the construction of the monastery 
of the Franciscan monks (17th century) and of noble buildings contributed considerably to 
renewing the image of Racconigi.  
 
2.2. Current situation 
Restoration policies implemented in the historical area of Racconigi – launched thanks to 
the Programming Agreement between Regione Piemonte, the Decentralized Offices of the 
Ministry for Cultural Heritage and the Comune di Racconigi (Decree of the President of 
the Regional Council 35/2002), implementing the Framework Agreement entered into 
between Regione Piemonte and the Ministry for Cultural Heritage on the matter of cultural 
heritage (project to realize and enhance the value of the circuit of Residence of the Royal 
House of Savoy - 2001) – have helped enhance the value of the residence inscribed on the 
World Heritage List, highlighting the historical and cultural relationships that link the 
castle so strongly to the urban reference context. 
The revaluation and recovery of the historical urban fabric have been rendered tangible 
through urban restoration work aimed at:   
− the urban restoration of the areas in front of the castle, paying particular attention to 

Piazza Carlo Alberto and Viale Monumentale; 
− the installation of lighting for the monumental enhancement of the urban fabric and the 

architectural elements that best represent the historical area of Racconigi; 
− the construction of a new parking area to serve the Residence of the Royal House of 

Savoy; 
− the replacement of the roads and pavements to guarantee access to and enjoyment of 

the architectural elements in the historical area. 
 

2.3. Elements of defence  
The castle and park of Racconigi are protected in compliance with: 
− restriction of ministerial defence imposed with Ministerial Decree of 30 December 1957; 
− Ministerial Decree of 26 May 1959 relating to the declaration of public interest of the 

zone of the avenue at the south entrance to the town of Racconigi; 
− restriction of defence imposed on 16 January 1981, in view of Law 1089/0939; 
− Ministerial Decree of 1 August 1985 (“Galassino”), published in the supplement to 

Official Journal no. 298 dated 19.12.1985, relating to the declaration of considerable 
public interest in the former-Savoy farmhouses of the park of the Castello di Racconigi; 

− Regional Territorial Plan (May 2009), which proposes the defence and enhancement of 
the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy inscribed on the World Heritage List.  

The historical and cultural value of the historical area of Racconigi is also recognized by the 
General Town Planning Scheme of the Comune di Racconigi (1998) and subsequent 
amendments currently in force: the scheme identifies the limit of the medieval settlement 
and the subsequent adaptations that made an important contribution to the modernization of 
the old town between the 17th and 19th centuries, proposing its defence and enhancement.    
 
2.4. Proposal for expansion of the buffer zone 
A proposal is made to extend the boundary of the existing buffer zone to encompass the whole 
of the historical area of Racconigi, as identified by the Municipal General Town Planning 
Scheme in force, including Corso Principe di Piemonte (aligned with the Residence), already 
subject to restriction by Ministerial Decree of 26.05.1959, in the buffer zone. The buffer zone 
coinciding with the area occupied by the historical gardens and park of the Residence is 
confirmed. 
The buffer zone boundaries are marked by: Via Principe Amedeo, Via Santa Chiara, Via 
Ormesano and Corso Principe di Piemonte. The area measures 1,651.69 hectares.  
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3. Tables 
 

Four tables are annexed:  
1. portrayal of the core zone and the buffer zone, as currently inscribed on the World 

Heritage List, and of the expansion of the buffer zone to be traced in defence of the 
castle; 

2. particular of the historical centre of Racconigi; 
3. portrayal of the core zone and the new boundaries of the buffer zone, both on Regional 

Technical Paper (staircase 1:10.000), both on orthophotographs (staircase 1:10.000). 
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4. Annexes (historical cartography, photos) 
 
 

 
XVIII century 
Map of the territory of Racconigi. 
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Finanze, Tipi sez. II, n. 381)  
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View of the castle, of the park and of the Racconigi Town. 
 
 
 

 
The castello di Racconigi 
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The historical centre of Racconigi Town. 
 

  
  

 
The margaria in the park of the Castello di Racconigi. The greenhouses in the park of the Castello di Racconigi. 
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VIII. PROPOSAL FOR DEFINITION OF THE BUFFER ZONE OF CASTELLO DI GOVONE 
 
 
1. Brief description of the asset 

The Castello di Govone was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1997 (no. 823) and has 
a perimeter of 3.06 hectares. 
 
Within the scope of candidacy in 1997, the ICOMOS encouraged the conservation and 
protection of the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy “with the same respect that it has 
shown so far for their historical, aesthetic and landscape value”. The periodical report (2004) 
reveals the need to define the buffer zone, which had not been identified at the time of 
candidacy. 

 
2. Justification of the definition of the buffer zone 

 
2.1. Historical-territorial context 
The Castello di Govone and its appurtenances became part of the Crown’s possessions in 
1795, when, upon extinction of the Solaro family, its properties and title was acquired by 
King Victor Amadeus III. Far away from the capital, the residence took on particular 
territorial value when analyzed within the scope of the 19th century “royal holiday 
residences” of the Royal House of Savoy, together with the castles of Racconigi, Agliè and 
Pollenzo. The shift of the interest of the monarchy towards areas distant from the capital and 
the now consolidated corona di delitie can be linked, on one hand, to the entry into the 
Kingdom’s government of the Savoy-Carignano branch of the family and, on the other, to 
the final abandonment of the baroque project for the construction of a complex system of 
loisir, close to the capital (Turin). This design, which also had political connotations, had 
been partially launched during the 18th century and was made tangible in the 19th century, 
when the improvement of the economic and productive aspects of the royal residences took 
on a fundamental role in the management of the crown’s properties.  
Situated in a raised position above the underlying village, along the left bank of the River 
Tanaro, the Castello di Govone dominates the neighbouring area, linking up with the 
adjacent towns of Craviano, Montaldo, Chiabò, etc., but also with the neighbouring Castello 
di San Martino Alfieri. By virtue of its position, the residence also acquired significant 
landscapist value, in addition to evident historical and architectural value, both as a 
privileged viewpoint over the valley and as an emerging element in the reference context.   
Analysis of historical maps and archives reveals the close link between the castle and the 
village of Govone below: the morphological layout of the settlement which develops around 
the castle highlights how, since medieval times, it has been the veritable fulcrum of the 
town. Significant renovation work was carried out during the 18th century, mainly involving 
the religious buildings, which were modernized in response to new demands by the people 
and as the result of the boost to transformation which involved the residence of the Solaro 
family as of the 17th century. The presence of professionals who also worked for the Royal 
Court of the House of Savoy helped disseminate renewed architectural styles throughout the 
municipality of Govone, and these were implemented mainly in the modernization of 
churches. An example is the case of the parish church of St Secondo (extended between 
1726 and 1736), while another is the nearby church of the Holy Ghost (rebuilt in the 1860s), 
which form a relevant baroque complex next to the Residence of the Royal House of Savoy.      
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2.2. Current situation 
Restoration policies implemented in the historical area of Govone have been launched 
thanks to the Programming Agreement between Regione Piemonte, the Decentralized 
Offices of the Ministry for Cultural Heritage and the Comune di Govone (Decree of the 
President of the Regional Council 73/2002), implementing the Framework Agreement 
entered into between Regione Piemonte and the Ministry for Cultural Heritage on the matter 
of cultural heritage (project to realize and enhance the value of the circuit of Residence of 
the Royal House of Savoy - 2001). 
These agreements particularly include:  
− the restoration of the access routes to the castle through the replacement of the paving: 
− the installation of lighting for the monumental enhancement of the urban fabric and the 

architectural elements that best represent the historical area. 
These operations have helped enhance the value of the residence inscribed on the World 
Heritage List, highlighting the historical and cultural relationships that link the castle so 
strongly to the urban reference context.  
 
2.3. Elements of defence  
There is a historical-artistic restriction relating to the land belonging to the park of the 
Castello di Govone, imposed on 9 July 1968, while the new Regional Territorial Plan (May 
2009) proposes the defence and enhancement of the Residences of the Royal House of 
Savoy inscribed on the World Heritage List. 
The historical area of the municipality of Govone is also protected in compliance with the 
General Town Planning Scheme del Comune di Govone (1994) and subsequent 
amendments, which recognize the cultural value of the medieval settlement, and of the 
subsequent and significant 17th and 18th century transformations linked to the growth of the 
castle. 
 
2.4. Proposal for definition of the buffer zone 
Therefore, in the light of that reported above, there is a proposal to create a buffer zone 
including the whole of the historical area, as identified by the early 19th century map and 
also recognized by the General Town Planning Scheme of the Comune di Govone (1994) 
currently in force. The main roads within the development of the town are to be an integral 
part of the buffer zone: the road that runs along the old boundary of the garden, as well as 
the roads leading into the town, are a recognizable and fundamental element of the 
historical- settlement structure of the castle-town system. 
The buffer zone boundaries are marked by: Corso Alfieri, Via Umberto I, Via Venti 
Settembre and measures 11.36 hecatres. 
 

 
3. Tables 

The table depicting the core zone, as currently inscribed on the World Heritage List, and the 
buffer zone proposed as the area of respect is annexed.  
1. A single table is presented as the Castello di Govone currently has no buffer zone, both 

on Regional Technical Paper (staircase 1:10.000), both on orthophotographs (staircase 
1:10.000). 
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4. Annexes (historical cartography, photos) 
 
 

 
[XVIII century] 
Particular of the Pianta del Castello di Govone unito al capoluogo,  
(Archives du Génie de Paris, Places Etrangères, art. 14, Govone, n. 362) 
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1812 
CAIETAN ET CHARLES FRERES DESTEFANIS, Commune de Govone, Section D / dite du Village 
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Catasti, Govone, allegato A, n. 71) 
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Aerial view of the castle and of the Govone Town. 
 
 
 

 
View of the castle and of the Govone Town. 
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The castello di Govone. 
 
 
 

 
The historical centre of Govone Town. 
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IX. PROPOSAL FOR EXPANSION OF THE CORE ZONE AND DEFINITION OF THE BUFFER ZONE OF THE 
COMPLESSO CARLOALBERTINO DI POLLENZO 

 
 
1. Brief description of the asset 

The complesso carloalbertino di Pollenzo was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1997 
(no. 823) and has a perimeter of 6.02 hectares. 
 
Within the scope of candidacy in 1997, the ICOMOS encouraged the conservation and 
protection of the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy “with the same respect that it has 
shown so far for their historical, aesthetic and landscape value”. It also suggested “to 
associate the gardens and parks more decisively with the conservation projects for 
buildings”. The periodical report (2004) reveals the need to define the buffer zone, which 
had not been identified at the time of candidacy. 

 
2. Justification of the expansion of the core zone and definition of the buffer zone 

 
2.1. Historical-territorial context 
The Residence of Pollenzo is an integral part of a broader design on a territorial scale, 
strongly desired by King Carlo Alberto of Savoy and begun in the 1830s. The design was 
assigned to the Court Architects Pelagio Palagi, Ernest Melano and Xavier Kürten and it 
proposed the remoulding of the fortress founded in the 14th century for the construction of a 
Reale villeggiatura (Royal Holiday Residence) characterized by an eclectic compositional 
language with a neo-gothic style. Simultaneously to the adaptation of the residence of th3 
Royal House of Savoy, an English-style park was created to replace the existing baroque 
park, and work began on the building of an Agenzia (Agency): a structure to act as 
headquarters for the management of the estates of the Royal House of Savoy within the 
same area. A modern system of farmhouses destined to make the estate economically 
productive and to launch innovative experimentation linked particularly to the production of 
wine depended on this structure – which also housed the service facilities, such as stables 
and rooms for handling the silkworms, cellars and bottle store.  
The historical and cultural value of this Charles Albertine operation also involved the urban 
layout of the settlement of Pollenzo, in addition to the farming area. The construction of the 
so-called “forum” (today’s Piazza Vittorio Emanuele II) overlooked by the Agenzia, the 
Church of St Victor and the tower, are an excellent example of unitary design according to 
that neo-gothic taste that the King promoted as the style of his Court. We must also point out 
that the architectural solutions implemented refer to completely imaginary models, 
distancing themselves from any pretence of proposing the medieval models recognizable in 
Piedmont.   
Lastly, we must not forget that the castle and particularly the estate stand on an 
archaeological area: the ancient Roman Pollentia, with remains and ruins – such as the 
amphitheatre – remarkable evidence of foundation at the end of the 2nd century B.C. Such 
archaeological presences have done little to influence the layout created in the 19th century, 
which is characterized by an independent urban design with respect to the pre-existing axes 
and organization of the buildings. 

 
2.2. Current situation 
Since 1997 and under the patronage of Slow Food, relevant restoration policies have 
involved the Agenzia of Pollenzo and neighbouring farmhouses which depend on it. 
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Currently occupied by the University of Gastronomic Science, these buildings have been 
restored to their original splendour, thanks to the recovery campaign implemented, enabling 
the current property’s inscription on the World Heritage List in 1997. 
This private initiative for enhancement of part of the antique estate of Carlo Alberto has 
been flanked by the accomplishment of consistent restoration campaigns promoted by the 
Superintendence; particularly: 
− Piazza Vittorio Emanuele II (otherwise known as the “forum”): restoration work carried 

out between 2001 and 2004, with the complete replacement of the paving, in order to 
enhance the value of the architectural elements overlooking the square and inscribed on 
the World Heritage List; 

− the Church of St Victor Martyr: restoration work carried out between 2001 and 2003, 
thanks to funding assigned in decree of 3 November 2000, Law 513/1999; 

− the arcades overlooking Piazza Vittorio Emanuele II: restoration work carried out 
between 2002 and 2005, thanks to funding assigned in decree of 3 November 2000, Law 
513/1999 (which also included the façade of the Church of St Victor Martyr); 

− the tower: restoration work carried out between 2001 and 2002; 
− the overall replacement of the paving along the access routes to the complex of Charles 

Albert and to the castle, particularly involving the present day Via Amedeo di Savoia 
and Via Carlo Alberto; 

−  the complex project to enhance the value and recover the road layout of the urban area 
which occupies the site of the Roman amphitheatre, with particular reference to Via 
Colosseo and Via Fossano.  

These restoration and enhancement operations have made an important contribution to the 
reconstruction of unity between the complex (already inscribed on the World Heritage List) 
and the buildings of pertinence, designed within the sphere of a broader and more complex 
urban plan for Pollenzo, conveying renewed historical and cultural legibility to the area.  
 
2.3. Elements of defence  
The historical and cultural value of Pollenzo is recognized by the elements of defence 
imposed upon the area and the architectural elements, with particular reference to: 
− indirect archaeological restriction, imposed in compliance with Ministerial Decree of 30 

June 1975; 
− landscape restriction, imposed with Ministerial Decree of 1 August 1985 (area of 

landscapist value - “Galassino”), published in the supplement to Official Journal no. 298 
dated 19 December); 

− monumental restriction, imposed on the central nucleus of the former Royal Estate with 
Ministerial Decree 06/02/1987; 

− direct archaeological restriction, imposed in compliance with Ministerial Decree 
08/02/1982 and Ministerial Decree 12/04/2000; 

− General Town Planning Scheme of the Comune di Bra (2004) an subsequent 
amendments, which identify the limit of the historical urban settlement . The main 
objectives of the Town Planning Scheme include “special instructions for areas of Urban 
Settlements with Environmental characteristics” (Title IV, art. 27), as well as the 
“recognition and general defence of environmental cultural heritage”, with specific 
reference to “cultural heritage of archaeological and documentary interest”, making 
explicit reference “to ascertained and presumed archaeological areas” as well as the 
“Former Royal Estate and Old Town of Pollenzo”; 

− monumental restriction under issue on 09/09/2009 (Decree of the President of the 
Republic) on the Albertine farmhouse in Via Amedeo di Savoia, 8); 
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− Regional Territorial Plan (May 2009), which proposes the defence and enhancement of 
the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy inscribed in the World Heritage. 

 
2.4. Proposal for expansion of the core zone and definition of the buffer zone 
A proposal is made to expand the core zone to include the Agenzia and the “forum”, i.e.: the 
square overlooked by the Church of St Victor Martyr, the tower and the arcades, as they are 
a vital part of the Charles Albert-style project for the remoulding of Pollenzo. The extended 
area of the core zone measures 25.36 hectares. 
 
In relation to the buffer zone, a proposal is made to expand the entire area of the town, most 
of which is already implicated in the archaeological restriction, indicating the River Tanaro 
as the geographical boundary. The buffer zone measures 517.80 hectares. 

 
 
3. Tables 
 

Three tables are annexed:  
1. portrayal of the core zone, as currently inscribed on the World Heritage List, of the new 

core zone in expansion of the existing one and of the buffer zone to be traced in defence 
of the complex; 

2. portrayal of the new boundaries of the core zone and of the buffer zone, both on 
Regional Technical Paper (staircase 1:10.000), both on orthophotographs (staircase 
1:10.000). 
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4. Annexes (historical cartography, photos) 
 
 

 
22 June 1833 
PIETRO PERNIGOTTI, IGNAZIO MICHELA, Particolare della mappa raffigurante il Tenimento di Pollenzo. 
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, art. 663, n. 64) 
 
 

 
15 September 1850 
COSTANTINO VIGITELLO, Piano Regolare della più bella parte del Real Castello di Polenzo, in Disegni e 
tenimenti..., tav. V,  
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Casa di Sua Maestà, dis. 142) 
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15 September 1850 
COSTANTINO VIGITELLO, disegni di rilievo degli edifici del “foro”, in Disegni dei monumenti..., in Disegni e 
tenimenti..., tav. VIII,  
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Casa di Sua Maestà, dis. 143) 
 

 
15 September 1850 
COSTANTINO VIGITELLO, disegni di rilievo del primo piano e del prospetto principale dell’ “Agenzia”, in Disegni 
dei monumenti..., in Disegni e tenimenti..., tav. III,  
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Casa di Sua Maestà, dis. 143) 
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[First quarter of the XIX century] 
Plans des biens appartenants a la Courenne situes sur le territorire de Polenso administre le det territorire par la 
Maire de Bra,  
(Archivio di Stato di Torino, Carte Topografiche, Serie III, mazzo 2). 
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Aerial view of the complesso carloalbertino di Pollenzo. 
 
 

 
The church of St. Vittore, the tower and the plaza of the complesso carloalbertino of Pollenzo. 
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 The Agenzia of the complesso carloalbertino di Pollenzo. 
 

 

The Agenzia of the complesso carloalbertino di Pollenzo. 
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The Agenzia of the complesso carloalbertino di Pollenzo. 
 
 

Aerial view of the medieval town of Pollenzo built on the ancient Roman amphitheatre. 
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 Aerial view of the medieval town of Pollenzo built on the ancient Roman amphitheatre. 
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